
 

 

This is a letter from the Ajiboye family: 

  

Letter received 7.1.2023 from the Ajiboye family. 

  

We are writing to express our deepest gratitude for your immense contribution and response to 

light up our darkness. Your donation is a life saver and life changing, we indeed appreciated. 

The total amount given to our family to paid off major part of our loan took from bank in 

Nigeria during the incident is a lifesaving because if not suicide will possibly be an option. We 

received 3000 dollars through Mr. Rick to pay off the bank debt then a lots of therapy material 

used for the care of our daughter MARY AJIBOYE who survived the fire accident also 

payment of the bills for the rented apartment and also feeding both morning, afternoon and 

night throughout the stay of Rick Sieller. 

Rick came through a hard processed and stressed to Nigeria with your support... 

Rick put in all his humanity effort to ensure the process was carried out successfully, he came in 

September 2022 and spent 5days with us in a rented apartment paid by him and the 5days was 

full of rigorous exercise with Rick building / constructing physiotherapy materials needed to 

clear the scars and help in healing of the reconstructive surgeries on the contracted part of her 

body. 

This had a great impact on our lives and especially that of our daughter as she can now use her 

hand swiftly without any restriction and the scars greatly improving, this is such a positive 

turnaround. 

We received your donation for which you did not receive anything in return, we are happy as a 

family, working on our daughter as instructed by Rick and we are having obvious improvement. 

We are blessed to have your great support and we are extending our warm thank you for your 

generosity, benevolent, clemency toward our family. 

MARY is grateful. 

BABY RICKIE is grateful (¡second child born during Rick’s visit and named after him!) 

OUR FAMILY is grateful. 

Sincerely 

AJIBOYES FAMILY 

 (Attached are photos of Mary prior to sustaining burns, her status upon Sieller’s arrival and 

now the one-year outcome,18-month outcome from the burn). Truly a miracle. 
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